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Activity 1

1   Write the following sentences on the board:
a) Varon meets Omega.
b) Varon hides the crystal.
c) Miranda and Garth think Varon is interesting. 
d) Varon listens to the woman and Omega talk.
e) Omega teleports Varon to spaceship.
f) Miranda takes the sonic key.
g) Varon wakes up.
h) Zeron guards chase Varon.
i) Garth takes Varon into control room.
j) Miranda searches Varon.

2   Give students one minute to read the sentences. 
Then, explain they will listen to the recording of     
chapter three and they have to decide which sentences 
happen in chapter three.

3   Play the recording and ask students to answer.

4   Check answers as a class (sentences c, f, i, j 
happen in chapter three).

5   Then, put students in pairs and ask them to put the 
sentences in the correct order.

6   Put the pairs in groups of four to check answers.

7   Check answers as a class.

Key
1. h; 2. a; 3. e; 4. g; 5. b; 6. d; 7. i; 8. j; 9. f; 10. c
                                            

Extension: The sonic key

1   Play the recording of chapter three until No one 
can open the door from the inside.
 
2   Ask the students if they can remember how Varon 

escaped from the room in chapter two.

3   Continue the recording until Now, why do you need 
a tool like this?

4   Ask students what the tool is called and what 
Varon uses it for. 

5   Ask your students to draw a picture of the sonic 
key and make a list of all the things it can be used to 
do. This can be done individually or in pairs.

Note: You could get students to label their drawings 
and give a prize, or vote for the best drawing.

Activity 2

1   On the board write Omega, Varon, Miranda       
and Garth.

2   Put students into four groups, one per character. 
Ask students to listen to the recording and try to make 
notes about what their character does, says and thinks.

3   Play the recording, pausing if necessary.

4   Ask groups to check their ideas. Then, ask them to 
write a description of their character’s personality.

5   Put students into new groups of four (so each new 
group has an Omega, Varon, Miranda and Garth).

6   Ask students to share their descriptions with their 
group and to check if the other group members agree 
with the descriptions.

7   Ask four students to read their descriptions 
to the class and discuss if the class agrees with                  
the descriptions.

author: Adrian Tennant

Level: Intermediate

age: Teenagers 

Time needed: 30 minutes approx

Preparation: None
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Extension: Answer the question

Ask one student to come to the front of the class and 
sit in a chair. Tell them you are going to ask them 
four questions and they must answer truthfully. Ask 
them: What’s your name? How old are you? Where 
are you from? What’s your job? Now tell them they 
are one of the four characters from the story. You 
will ask them the same questions and they must use 
their imagination to answer. Repeat the questions. 
Then, get the rest of the students to ask questions to 
the student at the front – the student must answer as 
the character they have chosen. You can repeat the 
activity with three other students each assuming one 
of the other characters.

© Macmillan Publishers Ltd 2007
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Transcript

‘Raise your hands,’ said the man behind Varon, ‘and walk slowly into 
the control room.’
 Varon obeyed the man’s order.
 ‘Now sit down on that seat,’ said the voice. ‘And do it slowly.’
 Varon stopped in front of the seat. He slowly turned round and 
sat down. Now Varon could see the man. He was tall and his black 
hair was cut short.
 ‘What are you doing, Garth?’ asked the woman. ‘Why have you 
brought that man in here?’
 Garth stood back against the wall. He held his laser gun loosely. But it was pointing 
straight at Varon’s head. Varon knew that Garth could kill him easily and that he would 
enjoy doing it.
 ‘I did not bring him here, Miranda,’ Garth replied. ‘I found him standing outside the door. 
He was listening to you and Omega.’
 ‘But how did he get out of the room?’ asked Miranda. ‘I closed and locked the door. No 
one can open the door from the inside.’
 ‘I can get out of any room if I have the right tool,’ said Varon. He smiled at the 
woman. She looked beautiful, but she didn’t smile back at him.
 ‘You’re a fool, Miranda,’ said Garth. ‘You did not search him. Do it now.’
 Miranda walked behind the seat Varon was sitting on. She leant forward and searched 
his pockets. She took out the metal tool and handed it to Garth. Garth looked at 
it carefully.
 ‘You’re right,’ Garth said to Varon with a cold smile. ‘You can get out of any room if you 
have a tool like this. It’s a sonic key. It can open almost anything. Now, why do you need 
a tool like this?’
 ‘For my work,’ replied Varon.
 ‘What is your work?’ asked Garth. He was still smiling but it was not a friendly smile.
 Varon did not reply. Garth spoke to Omega.
 ‘Who is this man?’ he ordered sharply. ‘Tell me what he was doing on the 
planet Zeron.’
 Omega was standing quietly at the controls of the spaceship. He didn’t reply for a few 
seconds. Then he spoke.
 ‘Varon is a thief. The Zeron guards were chasing him,’ came the quiet reply.
 ‘Why were the guards chasing you?’ Garth asked Varon.
 ‘Your friend knows everything,’ replied Varon. ‘Ask him.’
 ‘Omega is not a friend of ours,’ said Miranda. ‘He is a robot.’
 ‘I know that,’ said Varon. ‘But a robot can still be a friend. He must be a friend. He’s 
controlling your spaceship.’
 ‘This is not their spaceship,’ said Omega. ‘And I am not their friend.’
 ‘Omega is right as usual,’ said Garth, with a sharp laugh. ‘The owner of this ship was 
his friend. Unfortunately, we had to leave him on Earth when we stole the ship.’
 ‘You did not leave him on Earth,’ said Omega in his quiet voice. ‘You killed my master 
when you stole this spaceship.’
 ‘And we found out how to control you,’ said Garth in a cold, hard voice. ‘Now you must 
obey our orders. We are your masters.’
 Omega was silent.
 ‘That’s interesting,’ Varon thought to himself. ‘If I can learn how to control Omega, I can 
make him fly the ship back to Earth. I must watch the robot carefully.’
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Transcript

 Varon looked at Garth and Miranda. The woman was beautiful, 
but her eyes were hard and cruel.
 ‘Why did you steal this spaceship?’ asked Varon.
 ‘Because we needed it,’ replied Miranda. ‘We had to leave Earth 
quickly. We were being chased by the Earth police.’
 ‘Why were they chasing you?’ asked Varon. He was 
interested now.
 ‘Because we succeeded in stealing the most valuable thing 
on Earth,’ Miranda said quickly. Her eyes were bright with joy.
 Varon laughed loudly. ‘Then you are both the same as me. I am a thief too. We are 
three thieves together.’
 ‘We are not the same as you,’ said Miranda coldly. ‘We are successful thieves. We 
only steal things of great value. What can you steal on Zeron? It is a poor planet. There 
is nothing to steal on Zeron. Everyone knows that.’
 ‘Yes, Varon,’ said Garth, ‘we are not the same as you. We are successful thieves.’ 
They both laughed.
 ‘They are very stupid,’ thought Varon to himself. ‘They don’t know the secret of Zeron. 
They don’t know that a Zeron crystal is the most valuable thing in this universe.’
 Then Omega spoke quietly. He stood at the controls of the spaceship with his back 
towards the three humans. ‘Varon is exactly like you.’
 Garth stopped laughing. He turned sharply towards the metal figure. ‘You are 
wrong, Omega.’
 ‘I am never wrong,’ was Omega’s reply. ‘And I can prove that Varon is the same 
as you.’
 ‘I hope he isn’t going to tell them about the Zeron crystals,’ Varon thought to himself.
 ‘Tell Varon why you and Miranda left Earth,’ Omega said.
 ‘You say you know everything,’ said Garth to Omega in a cold voice, ‘you tell him why 
we left Earth.’
 ‘They stole the newest and most powerful computer on Earth,’ said Omega in a quiet 
voice. ‘They stole it. But the Earth police discovered that they were the thieves. They had 
to escape and so they stole this spaceship.’
 ‘The most powerful computer on Earth?’ said Varon. ‘Then you are rich – very rich.’
 ‘They are not rich yet,’ continued Omega. ‘They had to hide the computer on Earth. It 
is still on Earth.’
 ‘So Garth and Miranda stole the computer but they have not sold it yet,’ said Varon 
with a laugh.
 ‘The computer is hidden safely,’ said Miranda angrily. ‘No one can ever find it. It will be 
there when we get back to Earth.’
 ‘There are many people who want this powerful computer,’ said Garth. ‘And when we 
sell it we will be rich. We will be the richest people on Earth.’
 For the first time Omega turned away from the controls. He looked at Garth 
and Miranda.
 ‘Yes, you will both be rich when you get back to Earth,’ Omega said. ‘But first you must 
get back there. And that is why you are both the same as Varon. He too is rich – much 
richer than both of you. But he too must get back to Earth.’
 Miranda and Garth looked at Varon with great interest. He was richer than they were. 
What did he have which made him so rich?
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